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Introduction. This paper is concerned with the behavior of solutions of
the following Cauchy problem for the semilinear diffusion equation
( 1 ) Qtu= Δu+f(u), u = u(t, x), t>0, xtΞRN ,
u(Q, x) = UQ(X) , xeΞR",
where 9, and Δ denote 9/9ί and 2 92/9#?.
The type of phenomena that occur to solutions depends of course on the type
of the nonlinear term f(u) in the equation. For the function of type w1+Λ, H.
Fujita [1] dealt with the problem of blowing-up of solutions in a finite time (see
also H. Fujita [2], the present author [3] and S. Sugitani [4]). On the other
hand A.M.Kolmogorov-I.G.Petrovsky-N.S.Piscounov [5] and Y.I. Kaneli [6]
investigated the behavior of solution u(t, x) of (1) as ί—>oo in the case when the
function/(w) is u(\— u) as the typical instance.
Here we deal with the problem (1) for the function of the type u1+<*(l—u)
and investigate the limit state of the solution u(t, x) as ί->oo. Results may be
roughly spoken as follows. Whether all nontrivial solutions tend to 1 or not
depends on the degree a of the increase of/ near 0. In the latter case solutions
tend to 0 or 1 according to the magnitude of the initial value. This seems
parallel to results in [1],
Precisely, our results are the followings. We assume that the function f(r)
satisfies next conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
(i ) f(r) is of class C1 on the closed interval [0, 1].
(ii) /(r)>0 on the open interval (0,1) and/(0)=/(l)=0.
(iii) There exist positive constants C0 and α, with which we have/(r)^C0r1+Λ
forO^r^l/2.
Further, in Theorem 2, the assumption (iv) should be added,
(iv) /(r)^C>1+Λ on [0, 1] for some constant C
x
>0.
For the initial data UQ(X) we only consider such functions that are compatible
to/(r), i.e., Q^u0(x)^l, and that are continuous only for the sake of simplicity.
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Then we have the following theorems.
Theorem 1*}. Let the constant a satisfy Na^2. Assume that the function
f(r) satisfies conditions (i), (iϊ) and (Hi). Then, for any nontrivίal initial data uQ,
i.e., u0(x)^ 0, we have lίmu(t, #)=!, in which the convergence is uniform on any*-><»
bounded set of oc in RN .
Theorem 2. Let the constant a satisfy Na>2. Assume that the function f
satisfies conditions (i)y (ii), (Hi) and (iv). Take any real γ larger than 2*Cola~l.
Then there exist positive constants a0 and al having following properties:
1) If u0(x) is less than the function a^H^, x) all over RN then the solution u(t, x)
starting from u0 goes to 0 uniformly on RN.
2) If UQ(X) is larger than ^//(γ, x) all over RN. Then the solution goes to 1 uni-
formly on any bounded set of RN. Here the function H(t, x) denotes the fundamental
solution (2πi)~N/z exp [—\x\ 2/4ί] of the heat equation.
These theorems will be proved in 3. 1. is devoted to preliminary lemmas
used in the following parts. In 2. we shall prove a key theorem (Theorem 3).
1. Preliminary lemmas. We consider the Cauchy problem for the
quasilinear diffusion equation
(A) Qtu == Δn+/(f, *, u) , w(0, x) = u0(x) .
Here, we assume that the function f(t, x, r) is continuous in (t, x, r) and
Lepschitz continuous in r (the Lipschitz constant is taken uniformly in (t, x, r)).
DEFINITION 1.1. For the bounded cuntinuous initial data u0(x) the function
u(t, x) is called the solution of problem (^4) in [0, Γ) X RN if it satisfies following
conditions a), b) and c) ([!]).
a ) For any T' < T u(t, x) is the bounded continuous function of (t, x) on
[0, Tf]xRN.
b) Initial condition in (^4) is satisfied in the usual sence.
c ) The differential equation in (^4) is satisfied in the sence of distribution in
(0, T)XRN.
In proving our results, we apply the comparison theorem in the next form.
For two functions f^(t, x, r) and/2(ί, x, r) which satisfy the same conditions as
above, we consider two Cauchy problems
(A,) dtul = Δul+f,(t, x, ul) , ii^O, x) = ul(x) ,
*) Recently, T. Shirao, H. Tanaka and K. Kobayashi have reported to us that they got
some generalized results based on our Theorems 1 and 2.
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(A2) 9X = Δu2+f2(ΐ, x, u2) , «2(0, x) = ul(x) .
We denote by u*(t, x) the solution of (Ak) in [0, T*)χRN for k=l, 2.
Lemma 1.2. (see [5]). If we have ul(x) ^ul(x) for allx^RN andf^( ty x, r) <^
f*(t, x, r)for all(t, x, r), we have u\t, x)^u\t, x) on [0, T')xRN (T'^T\ T2).
By using the Previous lemma we can show that under the assumptions (i)
and (ii) the Cauchy problem (1) admits the unique solution u(t, x) in [0, oo) x RN
for the compatible initial data, and this u(t, x) satisfies Q^u(t, #)<^1.
In the remaining part of this paper we assume that the function/ satisfies
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 1.3. For an arbitrary couple of real numbers (A, B) satisfying
0<A<B<1, we can find such a positive real δ0=S0(A, B) that has following
properties:
(PI) For two couples (A, B) and (A'^B*) satisfying 0<A'^A<B^B' <1
we have δ£A', B^^δJA, B).
(P2) If the initial data u0(x) is less than A all over RN ', then the solution u(t, x)
of (1) is less than B on [0, δ0] X RN.
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Let φ(t) be the solution of the ordinary defferential
equation dφ(t)/dt=f(φ(t))9 φ(0)=A. We define the constant δ0(^4, B) by
φ(δ
o
)=B. Then φ(t) is less than B for O^gZ ^ δ0. From Lemma 1.2, where we
set fl=f2=f and ul(x) = A ul(x)=uQ(x), we have u(t, x)^φ(t)^B for
Q^t^S0(A, B).
DEFINITION 1.4. We define the function Φ(r) by
Φ(r) = inf {C
oΛ
(/(*)/*1+*)
Here, a /\ b denotes min {a, b} for any real couple {a, b} and C0 is the constant
of the condition (iii).
Then we have
Lemma 1.5. 1) Φ(r) is continuous, nonnegative and non-increasing on the
closed interval [0, 1].
2) Φ(l)=r0 and Φ(r) goes to 0 if and only if r tends to 1.
Simple calculation leads us to
Lemma 1.6. 1) Let A, γ, C and h be positive constants satisfying
(1.1) (1 ^ e
Then we have
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(1.2) --+CA«εxp[-a\x\2l4<γ]^hla<γ for
(2) 1— o-r^(l+r)-*^l— σr/3 for σ>0, O^r
2. Key theorem. Before going to Theorems 1 and 2 we shall show a
Key theorem.
DEFINITION 2.1. A continuous function u(x) of x is said to be of class
G[A, γ] for some positive constants A and γ, if it satisfies
(2.1) 1 ^ u(x)^A exp [- | x \ 2/4<y] for all x in RN .
DEFINITION 2.2. A couple of real constants [A, γ] is said to satisfy the
condition (*) if the next inequalities are valid:
Theorem 3. Let the initial data u(x) be of class G[A0, γ0] for some couple
[A0, To] satisfying (*). Then, for any constants A, γ with 0<A<1, γ>0, we can
find TQ=T0(A, 7; AQ, γ0)>0, so that the solution u(t, x) of (1) exceeds the funct-
ion A exp [—|*| 2/4τ] at any time t^ T0.
The proof of this theorem will be given in the last part of this paragraph.
First we show the following poroposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let [A, γ] satisfy (*). // u(t0, x) is of class G[A, γ] at
some time J0^0. Then there exist positive constants 81=81(Ay γ) and ε=ε(A, γ)
such that
(2.2) u(t0+t,x)^(l+εt)Aexp[-\x\2l4j] for Q^t^S,,
Proof. As the equation in (1) is invar ient under the translation of ί, we can
put ί0
=0. Let w*(ί, x) denote the solution of the Cauchy problem
(1*) Qtu* = Δw*+/(tt*) , u*(0, x) = iίf (Λ) = A exp [- | x \ 2/4γ] .
By Lemma 1.2. we have u(ty x)^>u*(t, x). We shall prove (2.2) for w*(ί, x).
We define the constant λ>0 by the relation e2h=(\
 Ae
l
^
NΛ/2
^aΦ(A)Aotfγ and
define A' by eh=(\
 Λ e
l
^
N<Λ/2
^ aΦ(A')A«γ (A<A'< 1). The definitions of the
function Φ and the constant δ0=δ0(^4, A) lead us to
(2.3) f(u*(t9 x))^Φ(A/)u*(t9 x)ί+Λ 9
Let w**(^ x) denote the solution of the problem
(1**) 8,11** = Δw**+Φ(^/)^**1+rt , w**(0, x) = w?*(jc) = ujf(
Λ
) .
Again by Lemma 1.2, we have w*(£, #)2^ #**(£, ΛJ) for 0^£^δ0. The Cauchy
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problem (1**) is equivarent to the next problem (2**) in the integral form.
(2**) ***(/, x) = \RNH(t, x-y)u$(y)dy+
H(t-τ,
 X-y)Φ(A'){u**(τ, y)Y+» dydτ .
From this equation we have
(2.4) M**(τ, y) ^
 jrH(r, y-*)uf*(z)dz =
~ \ -N/2
exp[-|*|V(τ+γ)].
Substituting (2.4) for the second term of the right hand side of (2**), we have
(2.5)
( τ1+-
Further, by the simple calculation, we have
(2.6) \^H(t,
 X-y)u$*(y)dy = «**(*) + J^J ί^1"
ft I -\-N/2( |
v
| 2 AT
= «f*(*)+ 1 Λ(I+— ) -JL^J --- ίi—V 7τJo V τ γ / U(7+r)2 2(y+τ)
exp [— a I * 1 2/4(γ+τ)] <*r
Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) in to the right hand side of (2**), we get
(2.7) «**(f,*
V
 ' ^
2(7+τ)
+Φ(A')A* exp [-a^|
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7
exp [~a\x\ 2/4(j+τ)]AG(x, τ;
/ ~ \-ΛV 2
where G(*, T 7) denotes ^1 +— j exp [- | x \ 2/4(τ+γ)]=(4τr7)"/2 H(x, γ+τ).
Applying 1) of Lemma 1.6 to the second term and 2) to the third term, we get
,2.8, „«<,, 4^+i ^ -
for
Now we set d2(hf <γ)=hl{2Φ(A')A»N(l+2a)}=he-h(l
,
 τ
 \ -JV/2
For we have AG(x, τ; 7)^(1 + — 1 z/o*(^), we get
(2.9) u^(t
ίX)^l+-2tu^(X) for
Thus we have (2.2) for the constants 8i= δ0(^4, ^4X) /\dlAd2 and 8=h/(4ay2N/2).
Before finishing this proposition we make a remark on the constants δ^^, 7)
and 6(A, 7).
REMARK 2.4. Let constants BQ, Blt B2) satisfy 0<JB0<51<52<1 and
(1 ^ e^NΛ/^)aΦ(B2)B^>\. Take a constant ^4 between £0 and B,. Then we
have following uniform estimates with respect to S^A, 7) and S(A, 7).
(2.10) S,(Ay 7)^5^0, ^ , 52J 7) - δ0(fiι, 52) Λ ^(7) Λ rfa(Aι, 7) ,
6(A, 7)^8(B0, B2, 7) = A1/(4«72^/2) ,
where the constant h, denotes 1
 Λ
(l/2) log {(1 ^e1^NΛ
Proposition 2.5. Let [AQ, 70] satisfy the condition (*). Ifu(toy x) is of class
G[A0, 70] αί ίow^ ί/m^ t0^Q, the solution u(t, x) remains in the class G[A0, 70] at
all time after t0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 we have (2.2). Thus, at any time t between t0
and fo+δXΛ* OΌ), we have
(2.11) u(ty x)^A0 exp [- | x \ 2/470] for all x in RN .
By using this argument at the time t^+S^A^ 70)> we get (2.11) for t^[tQ+8l
(AQ, 70), ί0+2δ1(^40, 70)] The repetition of this argument leads us to the same
estimate (2.11) at any time t in [t0+nSt(AQJ 70), t0+(n+l)SQ(A°l9 70)] for
n=0, 1, 2, . This proves our proposition.
Now we are going to prove Theorm 3. Chose constants A0', h0 just in the
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same way as A', h in the proof of Proposition 2.3. Take a real number A1<A0'
sufficiently close to A0'9 and put £0— 0. Then we get
Lemma 2.6. Under the assumptions in Theorem 3 we have at some time
(2.12) u(t0+t'ly x)^A, exp [- | x \ 2/470] for all x in RN .
Proof. When we have
(2.13) A0>1 = (1+€(A0, «y
β
)δι(Λ, %>)) A^A ,
we can take t
ί
/
=S
ί
(AQ9 γ0) by Proposition 2.3.
Else if (2.13) is false, we use Proposition 2.3 again, substituing A0tl for A0. If
the inequality (2.13) is true where AQ is replaced by AOΛ, we can take
ί/=δ1(-40ι %>)+δι(-40.ι> %>)• In tne case when the inequality is false, we con-
tinue these steps defining A0tk+ί=(l+6(AQtM, %,) S ,^*, γ0))A,/:> until the
constant A0f1t exceeds A±. On account of REMARK 2.4 we can stop this iteration in
afinitestep. So, atthetime/o+ί/^+δ^o, Ύ0)+δι(Λ.ι> %>)H ----- hδ^o,*, TO)
the estimate (2.12) holds.
By using Lemma 1.2, where we set fl(r)=f(r)9f2(r)=0 and ul(x)=A*
exp [— I x I V^T*], we have
Lemma 2.7. Le/ A*, γ* ig ίow/^ positive constants with
solution u(ty x) of (1) be larger than the function A* exp [— | x \ 2/4γ*] at some time
t* > 0. Then we have
/
 f \-N/2(2.14) u(t+t*9 x)^A*(l + -^ J exp [- \x\*H(<γ*+t)] for all x and t>0.
Using this lemma we have
(2.15) «(*„+*/+*/', x)^A0 exp [- \x\*/4(Ύo+tl")] for all x in
/ f"
where */' is defined by AQ= ( 1 +^—
Now we put ί^ίo+ίi'+'Λ Ύ^Ύo+^^ί^i/^o)27^.
By the fact that ^i is larger than γ0, we can take the same process as the above
argument, where tQ and γ0 are replaced by t± and
 r
γ1. Thus we have constants
t2>t, and ^2=(AlIA0)2/N^/l such that
(2.16) u(t2, x)^A0 exp [- | x \ 2/4γ2] for all x in RN .
Denote the constant (A^A0)2n/NrγQ by τ« for τ/-=0, 1, 2, •••. By repetition of
these arguments we have, at some time t
n>
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(2.17) u(t
ny x)^A0 exp [- | x \ 2/4<yM] for all x in
We chose the integer n sufficiently large so that
(2.18) γ
Λ
><y,
(2.19) (1
 Λ
e
1
^
NΛ
^)aASΦ(A)
Ύn
> 1 ,
where A and γ are constants considered in the conclusion part of Theorem 3.
Because the function Φ(A) is continuous, we can find B>A, so that the
ineqality (2.19) remains true for B changed in place of A. By Lemma 2.6 we
can take a constant T0>0 such that we have at the time t= T0
(2.20) ιι(f , x) ^  A exp [- \ x \ 2/4γJ for all x in RN .
By the inequality (1 /\e1-<N"/2>)aA*Φ(A)ry
n
>l and Proposition 2.5 we have the
same estimate (2.20) for any time after T0. Because of the fact (2.18), this proves
Theorem 3.
3. Proofs of Theorem 1 and 2. To prove Theorem 1, it is enough to
prove it in the case of Na=2.
Proposition 3.1. Let a be equal to 2/N. For any nontrivial solution u(t, x)
of (1), we can find real constants AQ and γ0, so that these constants satisfy (*) in
Definition 2.2, and the solution u(t, x) exceeds A0 exp [— |#|2/4<y0] at some
time t=ΐQ.
Proof. Lemma 2.7 shows that, at any time £>0, the solution u(t, x) of (1)
starting from a nontrivial initial data is positive for all x. Thus we can take a
positive number £, so that we have the estimate w(l, x)>6 for \x\ :£!. Using
this lemma again, we get
(3.1) *(*+!, a O ^ f , x-y)u(l,y)dy^SH(t, x-y)dy .
The last term of the above inequality is larger than E(i)H(2t, x) where E(t) denote
ε2N/2ωNe~
1/2t
 (ωN is the volume of the unit ball in RN). So, we can assume that
the initial data is larger than C exp [ — \x\ 2/4/3] for some positive constants C and
β with C<l/2. Now we define a function v(t, x) by the integral equation
(3.2) v(t, *) =
 frH(t> x-y)v0(y)dy+
where vQ(y) denotes the function C exp [— \x\ 2/4/3],
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By some calculation we have
(3.3) v(t, ^)^c(l+-|)^/2(n-ί:CΛlog(l+J
Γ
)), K= C0β(4π)*'2,
(3.4) v(t, x)^A(t) exp [- \x\ 2/4/3(*)] ,
where A(t)=C0C1+"β1JKN/»( t+-£-\N/* log (l+—} and τ(ί)=(/8+ί)/(l+α).V 1 t f / \ 5/
By changing the constant C for the smaller one if necessary, we may assume
that C* is less than N/2K. From this assumption and the inequality (3.3) we
have
(3.5) ϋ(f,*)^C<l/2 for all *^0 and all x in RN .
Operating 9,— Δ to v(t, x) of (3.2), we have
(3.6) Qtv-Δv - C
The right hand side of (3.6) is less than C0{v(t, x)}1+*. So the condition (iii)
for/(r) and the inequality (3.5) lead us to
(3.7) Qtv(t> x)^Δv(t, x)+f(v(t, x)) for ί>0, x(=RN .
On the other hand we have u(Q, x)^v(09 x). This shows that the solution u(ty x)
is larger than v(t, x) on [0, oo[χRNt
Chose a constant tQ large enough so that the quantity
aΦ(A(ΐQ))A(tQrΎ(t0) = 1+aJ
is larger than 1 and denote A(t0), γ(ί0) by A0, γ0.
Thus we have u(t
oy x)^v(t0, x)^A0 exp [— M 2/4γ0] where [A0, γ0] satisfies (*).
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. The existence of the constant a^ is obvious because
we can take ^=(112) (4πj)~N/2 on account of the fact that γ is larger than
2"CV1αΓ1. Taking this ^ and denoting a^7)N/2=l/2 by A, we have (*) with
this [Ay γ]. Theorem 3 shows that this a^ has the property in Theorem 2. The
existence of the constant a0 will be proved by using the next proposition, which
was proved in [1].
Proposition 3.2. (Theorem 2 in [1]). Let the function f(r) of nonlinear
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term satisfy (ίv) in addition to (i), (ii) and (Hi) and let the constant a be larger than
2/N. Take any positive number γ. Then there exists a positive number a0 with the
following property , if the initial data UQ(X) is less than the function a^H(jy x), then
the solution of (I) is subject to
(3.8) Q^u(t, x)^MH(t+7, x) , *>0 , x<EΞRN ,
for some positive constant M.
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